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PART II 
OFFERING MEMORANDUM DATED FEBRUARY 27, 2024 

 

   
Finlete Funding, Inc. 

8711 La Mesa Blvd, La Mesa, CA 91942  
www.finlete.com   

  
 

Up to $800,000 of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock 
 

Minimum investment: $96 
 
Finlete Funding, Inc. (“Finlete Funding”, the "Company," "we," "us", or "our"), is offering up to 
$800,000 worth of Preferred Stock of the Company (the "Securities"). The minimum target 
offering is $50,000 (the "Target Amount"). Unless the Company raises at least the Target 
Amount by February 27, 2025 (the “Termination Date”), no Securities will be sold in this 
Offering, investment commitments will be cancelled, and committed funds will be returned. The 
Company will accept oversubscriptions in excess of the Target Amount for the Offering up to 
$800,000 (the "Maximum Amount") at the Company’s discretion. If the Company reaches its 
Target Amount prior to the Termination Date, the Company may conduct the first of multiple 
closings, provided that the Offering has been posted for 21 days and that investors who have 
committed funds will be provided notice five business days prior to the close.  
 
A crowdfunding investment involves risk. You should not invest any funds in this offering 
unless you can afford to lose your entire investment. 

In making an investment decision, investors must rely on their own examination of the 
issuer and the terms of the offering, including the merits and risks involved. These 
securities have not been recommended or approved by any federal or state securities 
commission or regulatory authority. Furthermore, these authorities have not passed upon 
the accuracy or adequacy of this document. 

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission does not pass upon the merits of any 
securities offered or the terms of the offering, nor does it pass upon the accuracy or 
completeness of any offering document or literature. 

These securities are offered under an exemption from registration; however, the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission has not made an independent determination that 
these securities are exempt from registration. 
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This disclosure document contains forward-looking statements and information relating to, 
among other things, the Company, its business plan and strategy, and its industry. These 
forward-looking statements are based on the beliefs of, assumptions made by, and 
information currently available to the Company’s management. When used in this 
disclosure document and the Company offering materials, the words “estimate”, “project”, 
“believe”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “expect”, and similar expressions are intended to identify 
forward-looking statements. These statements reflect management’s current views with 
respect to future events and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause the 
Company’s action results to differ materially from those contained in the forward-looking 
statements. Investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking 
statements to reflect events or circumstances after such state or to reflect the occurrence of 
unanticipated events. 

In the event that we become a reporting company under the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, we intend to take advantage of the provisions that relate to “Emerging Growth 
Companies” under the JOBS Act of 2012, including electing to delay compliance with 
certain new and revised accounting standards under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. 
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THE COMPANY AND ITS BUSINESS 

Overview 
 
Finlete Funding, Inc. (“Finlete Funding,” “Company,” “we” and “our”), is an operating 
subsidiary of Finlete, Inc. that enters into agreements with promising professional athletes in 
which Finlete Funding will provide upfront funding and help promote that athlete’s personal 
brand in exchange for a percentage of future revenues generated by the athlete (each a “Player 
Agreement”). Finlete Funding then allows investors to participate in the performance of those 
agreements through specific designated classes of preferred stock. These investments are made 
available through securities offerings that are exempt from registration under the Securities Act 
of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”). 
 
Finlete Funding operates in conjunction with its parent entity, Finlete, Inc. (our “Parent” or 
“Finlete”), which provides administrative support and an online platform to Finlete Funding. 
Together, Finlete Funding and Finlete provide sports fans the opportunity to buy interests 
associated with the performance of professional athletes and win together both emotionally and 
financially throughout professional athletes’ careers.  
 
The Company was formed as a corporation on December 19, 2023 under the laws of the State of 
Delaware, and is authorized to issue 1,000 shares of Common Stock and 200,000 shares of 
Preferred Stock. On January 30, 2024, the company designated 100,000 shares of Preferred 
Stock as Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock. 
 
The Company’s principal office is located at 8711 La Mesa Blvd, La Mesa, CA 91942, and its 
website is www.finlete.com.   
 
Our Business Plan 
 
Our goal is to help promising young athletes garner support and build a following while 
deepening fan engagement as we know it.  Our belief is that every fan a young athlete gains 
through the Company will root for the athlete every step of the way in their career, creating a 
very special dynamic in which fans and athletes maintain a relationship for 10-20+ years and, 
hopefully, beyond. Through each step of the athlete’s career, we plan to facilitate and monetize 
opportunities for fans who invest in our offerings to engage in various ways with athletes with 
whom we have Player Agreements. 
 
Finlete Funding operates by entering into Player Agreements with promising athletes. These 
agreements include material terms and obligations on the part of the player and Finlete Funding. 
These terms include: 

- The “Finlete Payment” in which Finlete Funding provides installment payments to the 
athlete over a specified period; 

- The “Player Payment” in which the player pays a portion of the players earnings in 
installment payments to Finlete Funding over the term of the Player Agreement; 

- “Mandatory Appearances” by the athlete at virtual events sponsored by Finlete Funding; 
- A grant of a “Non-exclusive License” to the athlete’s name, image, likeness, voice, and 

personal background and history in order for Finlete Funding to promote the athlete; 
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- The “Percentage” of the player’s future earnings subject to the agreement; and 
- The “Term” of the agreement in years. 

 
Under these terms, we plan to enhance the reach and value of the player’s brand, thereby 
increasing the potential value of the player and the agreement. 
  
Historically, athletes have only entered into these types of agreements in exchange for payment 
from their future earnings with closed-door funds and/or companies. Together with our Parent, 
we intend to democratize access to these opportunities so that fans can become involved while 
enhancing brand value for athletes to a much greater extent than was previously possible. 
 
The result is that the Company is sharing the risks with the player that are associated with the 
variability and uncertainty of the athlete’s potential future earnings.  If a player does well and 
signs with a professional sports team, Finlete Funding will receive a percentage of the player’s 
future earnings, which may be more than the funds Finlete Funding provided to the player.  If the 
player does not secure a contract with a professional team, the Company may not receive any 
payments from the player. 
 
Our Planned Products and Services 
 
In order to help enhance the brand of the athletes, we will facilitate exclusive experiences for 
fans such as virtual meet and greets, behind the scenes video updates, merchandise, memorabilia, 
virtual contract signing parties, and more. 
 
Current Status 
 
On January 15, 2024, the Company has entered into a Player Agreement  with Echedry Vargas 
(the “Player”) to pay an aggregate of up to $500,000 (depending on the capital raised in this 
offering) in exchange for up to 10% interest (proportional to the amount Finlete Funding pays to 
the Player) in the Player’s pre-tax future professional baseball earnings (“PBE”) for a period of 
25 years from the effective date of the Player Agreement dated January 15, 2024 (the “Vargas 
Agreement”).   
 
The Company currently has the ability to fund the Vargas Agreement until July 31, 2024.  The 
Company intends to extend the funding period to the end of this offering.  If the Company is able 
to extend the agreement, it will update the information on the offering page. To the extent the 
Company is unable to do so, it will only be able to fund a portion of the Player Agreement based 
on allocation of funds received in this offering, according to the “Use of Proceeds” described 
below. 
 
$0.625 of each $1 raised in this offering will go toward this agreement, the remaining amount 
will be used for offering costs, including to reimburse Finlete, Inc. See “Use of Proceeds” and 
“The Vargas Agreement” below for additional details. The agreement is attached as Exhibit E to 
this Form C.  
 
This Offering 
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This offering is for shares of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock.  Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock 
is entitled to track the performance of a specific revenue stream from the Vargas Agreement 
entered into between the Player and the Company. Further, even though money raised in this 
offering will benefit the Company as a whole (including funds dedicated for future Player 
Agreements and Company overhead), these are not shares of common stock, and do not grant 
financial rights to the entire Company. Specifically, subject to applicable laws, these shares are 
entitled to a portion of the future baseball earnings of the Player, and you will not be entitled to 
the distributions or dividends paid to Common Stock or any other class of shares of the 
Company. 
 
Specific Consideration Regarding the Stock 
The Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock does not represent ownership in a separate legal entity 
specific to Echedry Vargas. Rather, income (and assets) will generally be attributed to shares of 
the Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock based on the specific income of the underlying Player 
Agreement that the Company receives from the Player. Further even though money raised in this 
offering will benefit the Company as a whole (including funds dedicated for future Player 
Agreements and Company overhead), holders of shares of the Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock 
will not have an ownership interest in any of the underlying contract, or any of our affiliated 
entities. The issuance of shares of the Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock will not result in the 
actual transfer of our assets or the creation of a separate legal entity. Our contract parties and 
their affiliated persons are, and we expect they will continue to be, individuals and legal entities 
that are separate and independent from us, with separate ownership, management and operations. 
 
Though you will not own Common Stock in the Company, it is important that you know about 
the Company to evaluate your investment. If the Company were to fail as a company due to its 
inability to succeed in its business plan, it would jeopardize your ability to collect distributions 
from the shares of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock. 
   
For that reason, we urge you to consider all the risk factors listed in this offering document, 
including those related to the Company as a company, and ask yourself questions such as the 
following: 
 
* Does the Company have the talent and resources to follow their business plan and accomplish 
their goals? 
* Is the Company financially solvent, and will they remain so long enough to pay the 
distributions to the shares from the income from the Vargas Agreement. 
 
The Vargas Agreement 
 
The following describes the terms of the Player Agreement between Finlete Funding, Inc. and 
Echedry Vargas (the “Vargas Agreement”) and is qualified in its entirety by the Vargas 
Agreement, attached as Exhibit E to this Form C.  
 
Term: The term of the Player Agreement is for 25 years from the effective date, unless 
terminated by mutual agreement.  The Vargas Agreement cannot be terminated by an election of 
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free agency, voluntary retirement, or unconditional release under any circumstances.  The 
agreement also remains in effect and applies to all pre-tax future professional baseball earnings 
(“PBE”) earned or received after Player’s death, within the term of the agreement. 
 
Player Payments: The Player Payments for Mr. Vargas are up to 10% of his pre-tax future 
professional baseball earnings.  To the extent the Company funds the Player less than $500,000 
the payments will be proportionally reduced.  For example, if $500,000 is the agreed payment to 
the Player and Finlete Funding raises $400,000 in this offering, and pays the Player $250,000 
(see “Use of Proceeds” below), then his Player Payment obligation over the term is also reduced 
by 50% (or 5% of PBE in this case). 
 
With certain exclusions, PBE includes any payments Player receives during the term of this 
Agreement once such Player is signed by a team in any of the following leagues: 
 

 United States Major League Baseball* 
 Japan’s Nippon Professional Baseball 
 South Korea’s KBO League 
 Chinese Professional Baseball League  

 
*some exclusions may apply. 
 

Earnings are described in the Vargas Agreement include, but are not limited to: wages, salary, 
bonuses, buyout, payouts for participation in championship events or post-season series, 
international events or any other compensation earned by the Player in service to a team. 
Earnings are exclusive of taxes, management fees, and other fee arrangements that the Player 
may enter into. 
 
Other Player Obligations: 
 
The following include other items in the contract that are not included in PBE: 
 

 Player is obligated to make certain zoom appearances (twice a year for ten years) as well 
as sign a certain number of autographs (100 a year for the term of the agreement). 

 Company is entitled to non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free use of the Player’s name, 
image, likeness and story. 

 Company has a right of first refusal to purchase future earnings of the Player related to 
his baseball career (including wages and other items included in PBE as well as items not 
included, e.g., endorsements). 

 
Distributions 
 
Holders of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock are generally entitled to 90% of the Player Payments 
under the Vargas Agreement received by the Company less:  

o amounts withheld for taxes. 
o amounts that are subject to payment or repayment per the Vargas Agreement 

and/or another contract, agreement, or law. 
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Distributions will be paid to shareholders on a quarterly basis unless the Board determines to pay 
the payments more frequently. Payments will be made for a specific measurement period (e.g., 
calendar quarter).  Pro rata distributions will be apportioned between the issued and outstanding 
shares of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock based on number of days that each share has been 
issued and outstanding in the measurement period, compared to the total shares and total number 
of days that all shares of such stock have been issued and outstanding during this period. 
 
Payments can only be made to the extent there are legally available funds under Delaware 
General Corporation Law even if the Company receives Player Payments under the Vargas 
Agreement.  Distribution do not include other payments received by the Company under the 
Vargas Agreement (e.g., sale of autographs). 
 
Other Information About Finlete Funding, Inc. 
 
For more detailed information regarding the business, see the Company’s Offering Page at 
investinfinlete.com.  A copy of the offering page is attached as Exhibit B to this Form C of 
which this Offering Memorandum forms a part. 
 
Employees 
 
The Company currently has 1 full-time executive officer. The parent company, Finlete, Inc. 
compensates Finlete Funding, Inc. executive officer $3,000 per month. 
 
Intellectual Property 
 
Finlete Funding, Inc. currently does not have patents or trademarks. 
 
Litigation 
  
Finlete Funding, Inc. is not involved in any litigation, and its management is not aware of any 
pending or threatened legal actions relating to its intellectual property, conduct of its business 
activities, or otherwise. 
  
Property 
 
We do not own or lease any significant property.  
 
Due Diligence 

Due diligence by CrowdCheck, Inc. 
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RISK FACTORS 

The SEC requires the Company to identify risks that are specific to its business and its financial 
condition. The Company is still subject to all the same risks that all companies in its business, 
and all companies in the economy, are exposed to. These include risks relating to economic 
downturns, political and economic events, and technological developments (such as hacking and 
the ability to prevent hacking). Additionally, early-stage companies are inherently more risky 
than more developed companies. You should consider general risks as well as specific risks 
when deciding whether to invest. 

 
Risks Related to the Company’s Limited Operating History, Financial Position and Capital 
Needs 
 
We have a very limited operating history, which may make it difficult for investors to evaluate 
the success of our business to date and to assess our future viability. Our business model also 
requires us to make substantial upfront payments to players in exchange for rights to future 
payments. 
Our operations to date have been limited to organizing and staffing our company, evaluating, 
targeting, and accessing athletes that meet our criteria, negotiating the acquisition of rights 
associated with those athletes, engaging in marketing campaigns for the offering of these shares 
and managing our potential Player Agreements. 
 
We have entered into one Player Agreement. We intend to enter into additional Player 
Agreements in the future with other contract parties and are actively pursuing these Player 
Agreements. 
 
We have no history to demonstrate, and we can make no assurances, that our business model will 
be successful, or whether any of our Player Agreements will be profitable. Consequently, it will 
be difficult for anyone to predict our future success, performance, or viability, and more difficult 
than it would be if we had a longer operating history and/or successful Player Agreements to 
judge the viability of our business model. Any such predictions may not be accurate or reliable. 
 
We have incurred losses since our inception and anticipate that we will continue to incur 
losses in the future. 
We are currently in a start up phase and therefore have a very limited operating history. 
Investment in our company is highly speculative because it entails substantial upfront cost and 
significant risk that we may never become commercially viable. Our parent, Finlete, Inc., has 
incurred expenses from which we have benefited. Our Parent is not obligated to continue to incur 
expenses on our behalf or lend us any funds and we expect that we will incur significant 
expenses related to our ongoing operations. 
 
We expect to continue to incur losses for the foreseeable future as we continue evaluating, 
targeting, and accessing athletes, negotiating the terms of Player Agreements that meet our 
criteria, and developing the infrastructure necessary to support our operations to enhance the 
value of those athletes. We may encounter unforeseen expenses, difficulties, complications, 
delays, and other unknown factors that may adversely affect our business. The size of our future 
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net losses will depend, in part, on the rate of future growth of our expenses, the rate at which we 
are able to enter into Player Agreements that meet our criteria and the ability of those Player 
Agreements to generate income and cash flow. Even if our Player Agreements generate cash 
flows, they may not produce payments quickly enough to cover our expenses. If any athletes 
with whom we have or may contract in the future, fail to make payments in amounts we expect, 
or at all, we may never become profitable. Even if we achieve profitability in the future, we may 
not be able to sustain profitability in subsequent periods. Our expected future losses will have an 
adverse effect on our stockholders’ equity and working capital. 
 
Our Auditor issued a “going concern” note in the audited financials.  
Finlete Funding has not commenced principal operations and will likely realize losses prior to 
generating positive working capital for an unknown period of time. The Company may not 
generate sufficient future cash flows to sustain its business, and there can be no assurance that 
the Company will be able to find sufficient demand for its services. If there is limited market 
acceptance for the Company's services, then its future cash flows will be negatively impacted. 
 
Our principal source of cash flows for the foreseeable future will be derived from our Player 
Agreements. 
Our principal source of cash flows for the foreseeable future will be derived from Player 
Agreements. There are a number of risks relating to Player Agreements. If any of these risks 
occur it could have a material and adverse impact on our business, financial condition, and 
results of operations. 
 
We are dependent on our management team, and the loss of any key member of this team may 
prevent us from implementing our business plan in a timely manner, or at all. 
Our success depends largely upon the continued services of our executive officers and other key 
personnel, particularly George Robert Connolly, our Chief Executive Officer. Our executive 
officers or key employees could terminate their employment with Finlete Funding and/or our 
Parent at any time without penalty. In addition, we do not maintain key person life insurance 
policies on any of our employees or any of our contract parties. The loss of one or more of these 
executive officers or key employees could seriously harm our business and may prevent us from 
implementing our business plan in a timely manner, or at all. 
 
The Company could be subject to political, economic, climate and force majeure risks. 
Finlete Funding is vulnerable to both the general macroeconomic conditions of the country as 
well as the microeconomic conditions of the sports industry. Changes to these economic 
conditions are often difficult to foresee and may cause significant damage to the Company’s 
business. Such risks include, but are not limited to, recession, unemployment rate changes, 
interest rate changes, and inflation rate changes. Further to this, political changes, domestically 
or internationally, may also have material impacts on our business. These risks may include, but 
are not limited to, war, terrorism, business regulation changes, and labor legislation changes. 
Other factors which could affect the general environment in which we operate may include 
climate change, epidemics/pandemics, demographic change, riots, strikes, crime, extreme 
weather events, natural disasters, and/or other acts of God. 
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We may not have sufficient insurance coverage and an interruption of our business or loss of 
a key member of our personnel or player due to injury or death could have a material adverse 
effect on our financial condition and operations. 
We currently do not maintain any insurance policies against loss of key personnel and business 
interruption as well as product liability claims. If such events were to occur, our business, 
financial performance and financial position may be materially and adversely affected. 
  
We could become involved in claims or litigations that may result in adverse outcomes. 
From time-to-time we may be involved in a variety of claims or litigations. Such proceeding may 
initially be viewed as immaterial but could prove to be material. Litigations are inherently 
unpredictable and excessive verdicts do occur. Given the inherent uncertainties in litigation, even 
when we can reasonably estimate the amount of possible loss or range of loss and reasonably 
estimable loss contingencies, the actual outcome may change in the future due to new 
developments or changes in approach. In addition, such claims or litigations could involve 
significant expense and diversion of management’s attention and resources from other matters. 
 
 
Risks Relating to Our Player Agreements  
 
We have very limited experience managing Player Agreements and we have very limited 
historical performance data about our Player Agreements. 
We entered into our first Player Agreement on January 4, 2024. Due to our limited experience 
with Player Agreements, we have limited historical performance data regarding our ability to 
generate cash receipts from the management of Player Agreements and the likelihood of 
long term performance of the player, or our ability to aid players in enhancing their personal 
brand reach and brand value. We may change how we estimate the value of future Player 
Agreements, and investors who invest early may not benefit from the experience that we gain 
from our early Player Agreements. 
 
Our cash received under our Player Agreements will depend upon the continued satisfactory 
performance of the related player, and we do not have any rights to require the player to take 
any significant actions to attract or maintain or otherwise generate income. 
Some or all of the income that a player is expected to generate is contingent on continued 
satisfactory performance and is not guaranteed. Although we structure our Player Agreements so 
that the player maintains the substantial majority of future income earned as an athlete to help 
ensure that the player will maintain incentives to continue to generate income from professional 
athletics, we can provide no assurances that the player will do so. While our Player Agreements 
requires a certain number of virtual meetings and autograph signings, a player may retire from 
being a professional athlete, at any time and for any reason, or may suffer a career ending injury. 
A player has no obligation to take any actions to generate income and may choose not to do 
anything to generate income. Our current Player Agreement contains and future Player 
Agreements will contain no restriction on the ability of a player to change professions or earn 
money in unrelated fields, and such income may not be subject to the player payments under the 
Player Agreement. In any of these events, we may lose some or all of the potential income 
associated with Player Agreements. 
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Our players will not be affiliates, directors, officers or employees of our Company and will not 
owe fiduciary duties to us or any of our stockholders. Our players will not have obligations to 
enhance the value of their personal brand or disclose information to our stockholders. 
Events in a player’s personal life, including relationships with spouse, family, friends, etc. could 
have a significant impact on a player’s performance in their occupation. A player is and/or will 
be under no obligation to disclose any personal matters to the holders of shares of our stocks. In 
addition, a player has no obligation to enhance the value of their personal brand. For example, a 
contract party in the MLB may agree to a salary reduction to assist their team in staying within 
the league salary cap, to be on a more competitive team, or to stay with a specific team, all of 
which may have the effect of reducing potential income and conflict with stockholders’ interests 
in maximizing income. Since a player’s obligations under a Player Agreement are solely limited 
to obligations owed to the Company, the holders of shares of our stock have no contractual right 
to enforce such obligations against such player. Furthermore, since a player is and/or will not be 
a director or an officer of the Company, such player owes no fiduciary obligations to the holders 
of shares of our stock. As a result, our stockholders will have no recourse directly against a 
player, either under their respective Player Agreement or under the securities or corporate laws. 
 
A player may become subject to injury, illness, medical condition or death, or could be subject 
to public scandal or other reputational harm. 
Our focus for the foreseeable future is to enter into Player Agreements with promising athletes 
who have the potential to play professional sports. There is a high risk of injury in many 
professional sports. Nevertheless, we do not and do not intend to maintain any insurance against 
the loss of Player Payments as a result of injury, illness, medical condition, or death of the 
player. Therefore, if a player becomes injured or sustains a serious illness or other adverse 
medical condition in the course of their professional career or otherwise, or dies, the Player 
Payments, would likely be dramatically less than we anticipate, or may cease completely. 
 
Any harm to the public reputation of a player, or association of the player’s name with a public 
scandal, may reduce the player’s ability to participate in professional athletics, reducing the 
potential for Player Payments. 
 
Our Player Agreements are not secured by any collateral or guaranteed or insured by any 
third party, and an investor must rely on Finlete Funding to pursue remedies against players 
in the event of any default. 
The payments under a Player Agreement will be unsecured obligations of the player and will not 
be secured by any collateral, nor guaranteed or insured by any third party or governmental 
authority. Therefore, we will be limited in our ability to collect any payments that may be owed 
to us under a Player Agreement if those amounts are not paid. 
 
If the player defaults under the Player Agreement, there can be no assurances that the player will 
have adequate resources, if any, to satisfy any obligations to us under the Player Agreement. 
 
An economic downturn and adverse economic conditions may harm a player’s earning 
potential. 
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Economic downturns and adverse economic conditions may negatively affect the earnings of a 
player. For example, the MLB market salary cap is dependent upon the revenues the MLB 
receives and an economic downturn could result in a stagnant or declining salary cap.  
 
The amount of money generated by Player Agreements with a player is substantially 
dependent upon the player’s ability to become contracted and play out his player contract. 
The opportunity to receive dividends from an investment in shares will depend in large part upon 
the ability of a player to generate significant future income from professional sports. However, in 
many cases, the amount of return under a player contract is not guaranteed. If a player does not 
enter into high-value player contracts, or cannot complete the terms of the player contract, there 
is no guarantee that the Player Agreement will result in positive cash flow. 
 
A player could cease playing professional sports at any time due to illness, injury, or death, if 
they are dropped from the team and unable to secure a new contract, if they incur negative 
publicity or if they are suspended or banned from the professional leagues. 
We expect that a significant portion of the revenue we expect to receive from a player will come 
from future professional player contracts. However, a player could cease playing professional 
athletics at any time due to illness, injury, or death, if they are dropped from the team and unable 
to secure a new contract, if they incur negative publicity or if they are suspended or banned from 
the professional league. If any of these were to occur, a player would not receive amounts under 
their existing player contract and may not be able to secure future playing contracts. 
 
Players could be negatively affected by a work stoppage. 
If the professional league experiences a work stoppage, then the earnings of a player in such 
professional sports organization will be adversely affected. If either a strike or a lockout occurs 
during a playing season, a player’s pay may be suspended. A player’s earnings are heavily 
dependent on their professional salary and would be negatively affected by any such work 
stoppage. This would have a negative impact on the payments we receive under Player 
Agreements. We can give no assurances that such work stoppages will not occur. 
 
In general, we have limited historical data upon which to base our valuation and projections 
of a player’s future earnings potential. 
The Player as well as additional prospective players may not yet have been promoted to major 
league sports. Although they may currently play professionally in minor leagues, their past 
performance may not be inductive of their future performance in the major leagues . As a result, 
we have limited historical data upon which to build our analysis and valuation of the future 
professional sports earnings. 
 
It is difficult to estimate with precision the projected future earnings of a player because such 
estimation is necessarily based on future events that may or may not occur and that could 
change based on a number of factors that are hard to control. As a result, it is difficult to 
predict an accurate return on investment or rate of return on your investment. 
Because the length of a player’s playing career is uncertain, we make certain estimates to predict 
a player’s career length. Due to the inherent uncertainty in predicting the future, it is difficult to 
estimate with precision the projected future earnings of a player in his professional sport 
activities. These estimations are based on future events that may or may not occur. Additionally, 
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future events change based on a number of factors that are difficult or impossible to control. As a 
result, it is difficult to predict an accurate return on investment or rate of return of an investment 
in our shares. 
 
Future negative publicity could harm a player’s reputation and impair the value of his 
personal brand. 
The return on your investment depends on the value and strength of the personal brand and 
reputation of the players as well as the financial success of Finlete Funding as a whole. 
Unfavorable publicity regarding a player’s professional performance or his behavior off the field 
could negatively affect his brand and reputation. Any negative publicity regarding a player’s on-
field performance or off-the-field behavior or otherwise could damage his reputation and impair 
the value of his brand.  
 
Risks Related to the Player Agreement 
 
Echedry Vargas’s potential future MLB player contract is a significant portion of the future 
cash we would receive under the Vargas Agreement. 
Much of the future cash expected to be received under the Vargas Agreement is tied to Echedry 
Vargas’s prospects of a professional baseball career and his future MLB player contracts. Further 
all of the cash that you would receive as distributions from the shares of Preferred Stock would 
be tied to an MLB contract or contracts at the other professional baseball leagues.  We cannot 
guarantee that Echedry Vargas will be able to enter into a professional baseball player contract. 
 
We estimate Mr. Vargas will be in contention for an MLB roster spot by the 2026 MLB season. 
This is based on his current development pace, performance in the minors, assessment of his 
potential, and comparison to similar athletes. Upon making his MLB debut, Mr. Vargas would 
earn at least the MLB minimum salary, which is set to be $780,000 in 2026. This figure is 
determined by the MLB Collective Bargaining Agreement and is subject to annual changes. Mr. 
Vargas would then become eligible for a higher salary after accruing three years of MLB service 
time. The MLB arbitration process allows players with more than three but less than six years of 
service time to negotiate their salaries with their team based on the salaries of other players with 
comparable service time and performance, among other factors. Players typically go through 
three years of arbitration before reaching free agency. After the arbitration years, players become 
free agents, which means they are free to negotiate a new contract with any MLB team. 
 
The MLB contracts that Mr. Vargas may secure in the future, starting with the minimum salary 
and moving through his arbitration years, form a critical component of the future cash flow from 
his Player Agreement with Finlete Funding. While the nature of sport means there are inherent 
uncertainties, the structure of MLB salaries and contracts provides a reasonably reliable 
foundation for estimating cash flow. 
 
Our projections are based on current data and will be adjusted over time. 
 
Any revenue received from the Vargas Agreement will be subject to the performance and 
health of Echedry Vargas as well as the risks related to Player Agreements in general.  
Future payments from the Vargas Agreement are subject to risks, including: 
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 The profitability of the Vargas Agreement is substantially dependent upon Mr. Vargas 

entering into a high value MLB player contract. If Mr. Vargas does enter into additional 
high value MLB player contracts, there is no guarantee that there will be any payments of 
PBE and therefore any distributions related to your investment. 

 We have very limited experience managing Player Agreements and we have very limited 
historical performance data about our Player Agreements. 

 The contract with Mr. Vargas is our first contract and was entered on January 4, 2024.  
 Cash received under the Vargas Agreement will depend upon the continued satisfactory 

performance of Mr. Vargas, and we do not have any rights to require him to take any 
actions to attract or maintain or otherwise generate PBE. 

 Mr. Vargas is not our affiliate, director, officer or employee of our company and owes no 
fiduciary duties to us or any of our stockholders. Mr. Vargas has no obligation to enhance 
the value of his personal brand or disclose information to our stockholders. 

 PBE may decrease due to factors outside the control of Mr. Vargas, such as an injury, 
illness, medical condition or his death, or due to other factors such as public scandal or 
other reputational harm.  

 The Vargas Agreement is not insured or secured by any collateral or guaranteed or 
insured by any third party, and an investor must rely on Finlete Funding to pursue 
remedies against Mr. Vargas in the event of any default. 

 The financial and other information that we obtained and/or will obtain from Mr. Vargas 
or other third parties may be inaccurate and may not accurately reflect his true financial 
position, and the risk of default on the Vargas Agreement may be significant and may be 
higher than we anticipate. 

 Our due diligence procedures may not reveal all relevant information regarding Mr. 
Vargas and may result in an inaccurate assessment of the projected value of his personal 
brand. 

 An economic downturn and adverse economic conditions may harm Mr. Vargas’ earning 
potential. 

 The amount of money generated by the Vargas Agreement is substantially dependent 
upon Mr. Vargas’ ability to become contracted by MLB and play out his player contract. 

 PBE may be reduced by work stoppage. 
 There could be a decline in the popularity of the professional sports organization in which 

Mr. Vargas may plays, or he may never achieve that popularity or market acceptance that 
we have projected. 

 We have limited data upon which to base our valuation and projections of a Mr. Vargas’ 
future earnings potential. 

 It is difficult to estimate with precision the projected future earnings of Mr. Vargas 
because such estimation is necessarily based on future events that may or may not occur 
and that could change based on a number of factors that are hard to control. As a result, it 
is difficult to predict an accurate return on investment or rate of return on your 
investment. 

 Future negative publicity of Mr. Vargas could harm his reputation and impair the value of 
his brand. 
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The occurrence of any of the above my limit payments received under the Vargas Agreement 
and/or payments received as PBE, which would mean that may not receive any distributions 
related to your ownership of the shares of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock. 
 
Risks Relating to our Corporate Structure 

A specified portion of the potential payments associated with the Vargas Agreement will be 
attributed to our common stock rather than the Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock. Therefore, 
your shares will only partially reflect the economic performance of the Vargas Agreement. 
The shares of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock and future shares of preferred stock are only track 
part of the underlying agreement.  For instance, the Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock is only 
entitled to receive 90% of the PBE that is received by the Company and adjusted for tax 
payments, and the remaining 10% of the PBE under the Vargas Agreement will be attributed to 
our common stock. Similarly, in the future when we issue additional preferred stock, we intend 
to attribute a portion of the PBE under the associated Player Agreements to the common stock as 
well as limit which revenues stemming from the contract will inure to the benefit of the holders 
of preferred stocks. Therefore, each of series of our preferred stock will only partially reflect the 
economic performance of the associated Player Agreement and other assets and expenses of the 
associated preferred stock, even though we may use the proceeds of our preferred stock offerings 
to fund the full purchase price of the associated Player Agreement. 

In addition, an investment in any of our preferred stocks would not represent an ownership 
interest in any related Player Agreement.  

As a series of our preferred stock will be exposed to additional risks associated with the 
Company as a whole, including any individual preferred stock that exists at the time of any 
investment or that we may establish and issue in the future. 
Investors in Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock can only receive dividends to the extent our 
Company can legally pay dividends under Delaware law. For instance, even if there is revenue 
from this Player Agreement but the rest of the Company does poorly, we may be legally 
restricted from paying any distributions.  Further, holders of shares in any of our preferred stock 
will not have any legal rights related to specific assets attributed to the associated preferred 
stock. Rather, Finlete Funding will retain legal title to all of its assets, including  the Vargas 
Agreement which is attributed to the Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock and, in any liquidation, 
holders of our Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock and holders of any other preferred stocks we may 
establish in the future, will be entitled to receive a proportionate share to any distributions to the 
extent there are available net assets available for distribution to stockholders after we satisfy our 
creditors, including creditors of any preferred stock other than a preferred stock in which you 
may invest. 

We could be required to use assets attributed to one series of preferred stock to pay liabilities 
attributed to another series of preferred. 
The assets attributed to one preferred stock are potentially subject to the liabilities attributed to 
another preferred stock, even if those liabilities arise from lawsuits, contracts or indebtedness 
that are attributed to such other preferred stock. No provision of our certificate of incorporation 
prevents us from satisfying liabilities of one preferred stock with assets of another preferred 
stock, and our creditors will not in any way be limited by our capital structure from proceeding 
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against any assets they could have proceeded against if we did not have any preferred stocks. As 
a result, although we intend for the preferred stocks to received certain payments based on the 
performance of a particular Player Agreement, we cannot provide any guarantee that the 
preferred stock will be able to do so and will not be subject to a disproportionate share of the 
burden of any non-performing Player Agreements, whether or not included in the assets 
attributed to such preferred stock, and will not be attributed a disproportionate amount of our 
general liabilities, costs and expenses. 

We can amend or terminate the Vargas Agreement without the vote of the holders of Echedry 
Vargas Preferred Stock.   
The parties to the Vargas Agreement, specifically, Finlete Funding and Echedry Vargas, have the 
ability to mutually agree to terminate and/or amend the Vargas Agreement. To the extent that is 
done that holders of our preferred stock may have little recourse and may only receive either the 
distributions that they have received to date (which may be less than the redemption price), the 
redemption price of a $1 per share if no distributions have been made, or even less than that to 
the extent the Company does not have sufficient funds.    

In the event of a liquidation of Finlete Funding, holders of any of our preferred stock will not 
have a priority with respect to the assets attributed to the associated preferred stock remaining 
for distribution to stockholders. 
Upon liquidation, dissolution or winding up of Finlete Funding as a whole, holders of shares of 
Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock will be entitled to receive any payments owed to them under the 
series designation, after prior payments in full satisfaction of creditors.  However, if the assets of 
Finlete Funding legally available for distribution to the holders of the preferred stock are 
insufficient to permit the payment to all of our outstanding shares of preferred stock the full 
amount to which they would otherwise be entitled, then the assets available for distribution to the 
holders of preferred stock may be reduced depending on the future series designations.  

 
Risks Related to the Securities  
  
Our Parent has control over key decision making as a result of its control over all of our 
common stock. 
Our Parent holds 100% of the voting power of our outstanding capital stock. Our common stock 
is entitled to one vote per share, whereas the preferred stock has no right to vote on matters 
presented to the stockholders for vote. Our Parent is entitled to vote its shares in its own 
interests, which may not always be in the interests of the holders of preferred stock.  
 
Management has discretion as to the use of proceeds.  
The net proceeds from this offering will be used for the purposes described under “Use of 
Proceeds.” The Company reserves the right to use the funds obtained from this offering for other 
similar purposes not presently contemplated which it deems to be in the best interests of the 
Company and its investors in order to address changed circumstances or opportunities. As a 
result of the foregoing, the success of the Company will be substantially dependent upon the 
discretion and judgment of management with respect to application and allocation of the net 
proceeds of this offering. Investors will be entrusting their funds to the Company’s management; 
upon whose judgment and discretion the investors must depend. 
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Any valuation at this stage is difficult to assess.  
The price of the Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock was determined based on potential distributions 
of the stock, which is based on revenues from the Vargas Agreement as well as the performance 
over all of our Company.  Such determination, especially for our first contract and for early-stage 
companies with no operating history, is difficult to assess, uncertain and contains a high degree 
of risk. Investors should not invest if they disagree with the Company's estimated valuation.  
 
The preferred stock will not be freely tradable until one year from the initial purchase date.  
Although the preferred stock may be tradable under federal securities law, state securities 
regulations may apply and each investor should consult with his or her attorney. You should be 
aware of the long-term nature of this investment. There is not now and likely will not be a public 
market for the preferred stock. Because the preferred stock has not been registered under the 
Securities Act, or under the securities laws of any state or non-United States jurisdiction, the 
preferred stock has transfer restrictions and cannot be resold in the United States except pursuant 
to Rule 501 of Regulation Crowdfunding. It is not currently contemplated that registration under 
the Securities Act or other securities laws will be effected. Limitations on the transfer of the 
preferred stock may also adversely affect the price that you might be able to obtain for the 
preferred stock in a private sale. Investors in this offering should be aware of the long-term 
nature of their investment in the Company. Each investor in this offering will be required to 
represent that it is purchasing the Securities for its own account, for investment purposes and not 
with a view to resale or distribution thereof. 
 
The shares are a highly risky and speculative investment. Only investors who can bear the loss 
of their entire investment should purchase the Shares. 
The shares are highly risky and speculative. An investment in the shares is suitable for purchase 
only for investors of adequate financial means. If you cannot afford to lose all of the money you 
plan to invest in the shares, you should not purchase the shares. 
 
Credit card risk.  
Using a credit card to purchase shares may impact the return on your investment as well as 
subject you to other risks inherent in this form of payment. Investors in this offering have the 
option of paying for their investment with a credit card, which is not usual in the traditional 
investment markets. Transaction fees charged by your credit card company (which can reach 6% 
of transaction value) and interest charged on unpaid card balances (which can reach almost 25% 
in some states) add to the effective purchase price of the shares you buy. The cost of using a 
credit card may also increase if you do not make the minimum monthly card payments and incur 
late fees. Using a credit card is a relatively new form of payment for securities and will subject 
you to other risks inherent in this form of payment, including that, if you fail to make credit card 
payments (e.g. minimum monthly payments), you risk damaging your credit score and payment 
by credit card may be more susceptible to abuse than other forms of payment. Moreover, where a 
third-party payment processor is used, as in this offering, your recovery options in the case of 
disputes may be limited. The increased costs due to transaction fees and interest may reduce the 
return on your investment. The SEC’s Office of Investor Education and Advocacy issued an 
Investor Alert dated February 14, 2018 entitled: Credit Cards and Investments – A Risky 
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Combination, which explains these and other risks you may want to consider before using a 
credit card to pay for your investment. 
 
Noncompliance with laws and regulations may impair our ability to arrange or service the 
Vargas Agreement. 
Generally, failure to comply with the laws and regulatory requirements applicable to our 
business may, among other things, limit our ability to collect all or part of the payments under 
the Vargas Agreements and, in addition, could subject us to damages, class action lawsuits, 
administrative enforcement actions, and civil and criminal liability, which may harm our 
business and may result in Mr. Vargas attempting to rescind the Vargas Agreement. For 
example, if we were deemed to be an investment company under the Investment Company Act, 
we would be required to institute burdensome compliance requirements and our activities may be 
restricted, which would materially adversely affect our business, financial condition, and results 
of operations. The Company could also become subject to regulatory fines and penalties, and 
with investors having a right to rescind their investments. 
 
If we were deemed an “investment company” under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (the 
“1940 Act”), applicable restrictions could make it impractical for us to continue our business 
as contemplated and could have a material adverse effect on our business. 
A company will generally be deemed to be an “investment company” for purposes of the 1940 
Act if: (1) it is or holds itself out as being engaged primarily, or proposes to engage primarily, in 
the business of investing, reinvesting or trading in securities; or (2) it owns or proposes to 
acquire “investment securities”, including investment contracts, having a value exceeding 40% 
of the value of its total assets. 
 
We believe that we are not and will not be primarily engaged in the business of investing, 
reinvesting or trading in securities, and we do not hold ourselves out as being engaged in those 
activities. We intend to hold ourselves out as a company engaged in the business of generating 
income based on our responsibilities and the income of athletes under the Player Agreements.  
 
Furthermore, while certain revenue sharing agreement may be deemed to be investment 
contracts, and thus securities, we do not believe that the Player Agreements would be deemed to 
be investment contracts.  
 
If we were required to register as an investment company but failed to do so, the consequences 
could be severe. Among the various remedies the SEC may pursue, it may seek an order of a 
court to enjoin us from continuing to operate as an unregistered investment company. In 
addition, all contracts that we have entered into in the course of our business, including securities 
that we have offered and sold to investors, will be rendered unenforceable except to the extent of 
any equitable remedies that might apply. An affected investor in such case may pursue the 
remedy of rescission. 
 
Future fundraising may affect the rights of investors.  
In order to fund operations, the Company plans to raise additional funds in the future, either by 
offerings of securities or through borrowing from banks or other sources. The terms of future 
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capital raising, such as loan agreements, may include covenants that give creditors greater rights 
over the financial resources of the Company. 
 
The certificate of incorporation and the subscription agreement have forum selection 
provisions that require that certain disputes be resolved in state or federal courts in the State 
of Delaware for the certificate of incorporation and the Southern District of the State of 
California for the subscription agreement regardless of convenience or cost to you, the 
investor.   
 
Section 21 of the Company’s Certificate of Incorporation provides federal and state courts within 
the State of Delaware are the exclusive forums for the following types of actions or proceedings 
under Delaware statutory or common law: 
 

 any derivative action or proceeding brought on our behalf; 
 

 any action asserting a breach of fiduciary duty; 
 

 any action asserting a claim against us arising under the Delaware General Corporation 
Law, our certificate of incorporation, certificate of designations or our bylaws; and 

 
 any action asserting a claim against us that is governed by the internal-affairs doctrine. 

  
Section 21 shall not apply to suits brought to enforce any liability or duty under the Exchange 
Act of 1934, as amended, the Securities Act, or any claim for which federal courts have 
exclusive or concurrent jurisdiction. 
 
Further, in order to invest in this offering, investors agree to resolve disputes arising under the 
subscription agreement in state or federal courts located in the Southern District of California, 
for the purpose of any suit, action or other proceeding arising out of or based upon the 
agreement, including those related federal securities laws. Section 22 of the Securities Act 
creates concurrent jurisdiction for federal and state courts over all suits brought to enforce any 
duty or liability created by the Securities Act or the rules and regulations thereunder. We believe 
that the exclusive forum provision applies to claims arising under the Securities Act, but there is 
uncertainty as to whether a court would enforce such a provision in this context. Investors will 
not be deemed to have waived the company’s compliance with the federal securities laws and the 
rules and regulations thereunder. This forum selection provision may limit your ability to obtain 
a favorable judicial forum for disputes with us.  Alternatively, if a court were to find the 
provision inapplicable to, or unenforceable in an action, we may incur additional costs associated 
with resolving such matters in other jurisdictions, which could adversely affect our business, 
financial condition or results of operations. 
 
Investors in this offering may not be entitled to a jury trial with respect to claims arising under 
the subscription agreement, which could result in less favorable outcomes to the plaintiff(s) in 
any action under the agreement.  
Investors in this offering will be bound by the subscription agreement, which includes a 
provision under which investors waive the right to a jury trial of any claim they may have against 
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the company arising out of or relating to the agreement, including any claims made under the 
federal securities laws. By signing the agreement, the investor warrants that the investor has 
reviewed this waiver with his or her legal counsel, and knowingly and voluntarily waives the 
investor’s jury trial rights following consultation with the investor’s legal counsel. 

  
If we opposed a jury trial demand based on the waiver, a court would determine whether the 
waiver was enforceable based on the facts and circumstances of that case in accordance with the 
applicable state and federal law. To our knowledge, the enforceability of a contractual pre-
dispute jury trial waiver in connection with claims arising under the federal securities laws has 
not been finally adjudicated by a federal court. However, we believe that a contractual pre-
dispute jury trial waiver provision is generally enforceable, including under the laws of the State 
of Delaware, which governs the agreement. In determining whether to enforce a contractual pre-
dispute jury trial waiver provision, courts will generally consider whether the visibility of the 
jury trial waiver provision within the agreement is sufficiently prominent such that a party 
knowingly, intelligently and voluntarily waived the right to a jury trial. We believe that this is the 
case with respect to the subscription agreement. You should consult legal counsel regarding the 
jury waiver provision before entering into the subscription agreement. 
  
If you bring a claim against the Company in connection with matters arising under the 
agreement, including claims under the federal securities laws, you may not be entitled to a jury 
trial with respect to those claims, which may have the effect of limiting and discouraging 
lawsuits against the Company. If a lawsuit is brought against the company under the agreement, 
it may be heard only by a judge or justice of the applicable trial court, which would be conducted 
according to different civil procedures and may result in different outcomes than a trial by jury 
would have had, including results that could be less favorable to the plaintiff(s) in such an action. 
  
Nevertheless, if the jury trial waiver provision is not permitted by applicable law, an action could 
proceed under the terms the agreement with a jury trial. No condition, stipulation or provision of 
the subscription agreement serves as a waiver by any holder of the Company’s securities, or by 
the Company, of compliance with any substantive provision of the federal securities laws and the 
rules and regulations promulgated under those laws. 
  
In addition, if the shares are transferred, the transferee is required to agree to all the same 
conditions, obligations and restrictions applicable to the shares or to the transferor with regard to 
ownership of the Shares, that were in effect immediately prior to the transfer of the Shares, 
including but not limited to the subscription agreement.  
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DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES 

This table shows the principal people on our team: 

Name Position Age Term of Office Approx. hours per 
week (if not full 
time) 

Executive Officers: 
George Robert 
Connolly 
 

Chief Executive 
Officer 

40 December 2023 - present Full-time 

Directors: 
George Robert 
Connolly 
 

Director 40 December 2023 - present N/A 

 
George Robert Connolly 
George Robert Connolly is a seasoned entrepreneur based in San Diego, CA. He has served as 
Co-founder & CEO of Finlete, Inc. since the company’s inception in January 2021. His career is 
marked by a robust sales background and a proven track record in founding and scaling startups 
to successful exits including AgentBuzz, which was acquired by OakParkCreative in September 
2019 and HeroDogBox, which was acquired by GetPetBox in March 2014. Rob studied business 
administration and management at Western Governors University.  
 
OWNERSHIP AND CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

Ownership 

The following table shows who owns over 20% the Company’s equity securities as of February 
23, 2024: 

Name of beneficial 
owner 

Title of class Amount and nature 
of beneficial 
ownership 

Percent voting 
power 

Finlete, Inc. Common Stock 10 shares 100% 
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Capital Structure 

The following table describes our capital structure as of February 23, 2024: 

Class of Equity Authorized 
Limit 

Issued and 
Outstanding 

Committed, 
Not-Issued 

Available 

  
Common Stock  1,000 10 0 990 

Echedry Vargas Preferred 
Stock 

100,000 0 0 100,000 

Blank Check Preferred Stock 100,000 0 0 100,000 

 
 
 
USE OF PROCEEDS 
The Company anticipates using the proceeds from this offering in the following manner: 

 

Purpose or Use of Funds 

Allocation After Offering 
Expenses for $50,000 
Raised 

Allocation After Offering 
Expenses for $800,000 
Raised Player Agreement with Echedry Vargas  $31,250 $500,000 

Offering Costs  $7,312.50 $117,000 Vargas Offering Expenses (including reimbursement to Finlete Inc.) $12,112.50 $183,000 

 
NOTE:  62.5% of proceeds will be used to fund the Vargas Agreement and 37.5% of proceeds 
will be used to either pay Offering Costs (including the broker-dealer fees) and the Vargas 
Offering Expenses (defined below), which includes reimbursements toFinlete, Inc. for expenses 
incurred on behalf of  Finlete Funding, Inc. 
 
The identified uses of proceeds are subject to change at the sole discretion of the officers 
and directors based on the business needs of the Company. 
 
 
FINANCIAL DISCUSSION 

Our financial statements can be found in Exhibit A to this Offering Memorandum. The audit of 
the financial statements of the Company for the period from December 19, 2023 (Inception) to 
December 31, 2023 was performed by dbbmckennon, Certified Public Accountants.  
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The following discussion should be read in conjunction with our audited financial statements and 
the related notes included in this Offering Statement.  To the extent the discussion includes 
information based on unaudited operating data for 2024, such information is subject to change 
once we complete our fiscal year, prepare our financial statements and our accountant completes 
a financial audit of those statements.  
 
The Company is capitalized by its parent company, Finlete, Inc.  Finlete, Inc. provides 
management and other services, and covers the capital expenses of Finlete Funding, Inc. Finlete, 
Inc. owns all of the outstanding shares of common stock of Finlete Funding, Inc.  
 
Though the Company did not have operating expenses as of December 31, 2023, Finlete Inc. has 
occurred and will continue to incur expenses related to the setting up the Company as well as the 
offering of the shares of the Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock (the “Vargas Offering Expenses”), 
these expense include: 
 

 Travel costs to and from Player location; 
 Consultant  and advisor compensation; 
 Legal expenses related to the Player Contract; 
 Legal and raise fees; 
 Website development costs; 
 Marketing costs; 
 Athlete promotional and development activities. 

 
 
As of February 21, 2024, our expenses of $39,577 and have been paid by Finlete, Inc., our 
parent.  Until we receive funding in this offering, we anticipate to continue to accrue some of the 
expenses details above, also, see “Liquidity and Capital Resources” below for additional details.  
 
In addition, Finlete, Inc. will occur expenses both related to this offering as well as future 
offerings, expenses other than the Vargas Offering Expenses, including those related to setting 
up additional series as well as offerings for those series, will be owed to the Company as a 
whole, but will not be reimbursed from the proceeds of this offering, see “Use of Proceeds” 
below.  
 
 
 
Once the Company commences its planned principal operations, it will incur significant 
additional expenses related to entering contracts with athletes and preparing and marketing 
capital raises. The Company is dependent upon additional capital resources for the 
commencement of its planned principal operations and is subject to significant risks and 
uncertainties; including failing to secure funding to operationalize the Company’s planned 
operations or failing to profitably operate the business. 
 
We note that the performance and distributions related to the shares of Echedry Vargas Preferred 
Stock will be based on the performance of Echedry Vargas and whether he secures Major 
League contract(s) and his payments under such contracts.  To the extent he does, holders of 
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such shares may receive dividends to the extent that Company is able pay dividends under 
Delaware law. 
 
Planned Milestones 

For the Company: 

Over the next 12-months, Finlete Funding intends to enter into additional contracts with athletes 
and conduct additional Regulation Crowdfunding offerings by executing on both business and 
financing related objectives. 
 
Additional Planned Milestones for the Company include: 
 

 Launch Echedry Vargas Regulation Crowdfunding campaign 
 Evaluate and select athletes 
 Sign additional contracts with athletes  
 Launch additional Regulation Crowdfunding campaigns 
 In person activation events at the Texas Rangers Spring Training Ballpark 

 
For Echedry Vargas: 

 Signed Memorabilia for Investors 
 Virtual and In-Person Meet & Greets with Investors 
 Private Events for Investors 
 Discounted Game Tickets for Investors 

 
Liquidity and Capital Resources 
 
To date, the Company has not made revenue and is still a “development stage company.” As of 
December 31, 2023, the Company had no cash on its balance sheet.  
 
The Company is capitalized by its parent company, Finlete, Inc.  Finlete, Inc. provides 
management and other services, and covers the capital expenses of Finlete Funding, Inc. Finlete, 
Inc. owns all of the outstanding shares of common stock of Finlete Funding, Inc. The purpose of 
Finlete Funding is to support efforts of Finlete, Inc. by contracting with athletes to invest in the 
potential earnings of those athletes, and for selling interests in those contracts to the public 
through Regulation Crowdfunding. 
 
To date, the Company has committed up to $500,000 under the Player Agreement with Echedry 
Vargas.  In the event the Company does not raise sufficient funds from this offering, it can 
proportionally reduce the amount of the Player Agreement and/or receive funding from an 
additional source.  
 
Indebtedness 
 
The Company was initially capitalized by its parent company, Finlete, Inc. The Company has 
received working capital to cover expenses and costs while preparing for this securities offering 
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from Finlete, Inc. in the amount of $39,577 as of February 21, 2024, the Vargas Offering 
Expenses. The Company has not formalized this debt in writing with Finlete, Inc.; however, the 
Company intends to reimburse Finlete, Inc. for the full amount if the Offering is fully subscribed.  
If the Offering is not fully subscribed, 62.5% of proceeds will fund the Vargas Agreement and 
37.5% of proceeds will fund reimbursement to the parent company, Finlete, Inc. In addition, 
regardless of whether the raise is sufficient to cover the raise costs in addition to the dividend 
payments, Finlete Inc. will cover the additional costs without a demand of repayment by Finlete 
Funding, Inc. Finlete Inc. will continue to fund Finlete Funding Inc., if necessary. 
 
 
RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 

 
From time to time the Company may engage in transactions with related persons. Related 
persons are defined as any manager, director, or officer of the Company; any person who is the 
beneficial owner of 10 percent or more of the Company’s outstanding voting equity securities, 
calculated on the basis of voting power; any promoter of the Company; any immediate family 
member of any of the foregoing persons or an entity controlled by any such person or persons. 
 
The Company has conducted the following transactions with related persons:  
 

 Finlete, Inc. is the parent company of Finlete Funding, Inc., and has funded the 
Company’s formation and operations to date.  

 In December 2023, the Company entered into a Subscription Agreement with its parent 
company, Finlete, Inc., whereby a total of 10 shares of Common Stock have been issued 
in exchange for subscription proceeds of $10.  

 The executive officers and directors of Finlete Funding, Inc. are also the executive 
officers and directors of Finlete, Inc. and, therefore own 100% of outstanding shares and 
have 100% voting rights in the Company. 
 

The Company has received working capital to cover expenses and costs while preparing for this 
securities offering from Finlete, Inc. in the amount of $39,577 as of February 21, 2024. In 
addition, regardless of whether the raise is sufficient to cover the raise costs in addition to the 
dividend payments, Finlete Inc. will cover the additional costs without a demand of repayment 
by Finlete Funding, Inc. Finlete Inc. will continue to fund Finlete Funding Inc., if necessary. See, 
“Financial Discussion – Indebtedness” above for additional details. 
 
RECENT OFFERINGS OF SECURITIES* 
 
Finlete Funding, Inc. has made the following issuances of securities since inception: 
 
 December 20, 2023: issued 10 shares of Common Stock to Finlete, Inc., its parent company. 

 
 
SECURITIES BEING OFFERED AND RIGHTS OF THE SECURITIES OF THE 
COMPANY 
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Description of the Outstanding Capital Stock of the Company 
  
The following description summarizes the most important terms of the Company’s capital stock. 
This summary does not purport to be complete and is qualified in its entirety by the provisions of 
our Certificate of Incorporation, Certificate of Designations of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock, 
and Bylaws. For a complete description of our capital stock, you should refer to our Certificate 
of Incorporation, Certificate of Designations of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock, Bylaws and to 
the applicable provisions of Delaware law. 
 
Finlete Funding is offering up to 100,000 shares of its Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock.  
 
The Company’s authorized securities consist of up to 1,000 shares of Common Stock with a par 
value of $0.00001; and 200,000 shares of Preferred Stock (“Preferred Stock”) with a par value of 
$0.00001. 
 
As of February 14, 2024, there were 10 shares of Common Stock outstanding, and no shares of 
Preferred Stock outstanding.  
 

Common Stock 
  
Dividend Rights 

Subject to preferences that may be applicable to any then outstanding Preferred Stock, holders of 
our Common Stock are entitled to receive dividends, if any, as may be declared from time to 
time by the board of directors out of legally available funds. We have never declared or paid cash 
dividends on any of our capital stock and currently do not anticipate paying any cash dividends 
after this offering or in the foreseeable future. 

  
Voting Rights 

Each holder of our Common Stock is entitled to one vote for each share on all matters submitted 
to a vote of the stockholders, including the election of directors. Directors are elected by a 
plurality of the votes cast by the shares entitled to vote; shareholders do not have a right to 
cumulate their votes for directors. 
  

Right to Receive Liquidation Distributions 
In the event of our liquidation, dissolution, or winding up, holders of Common Stock will be 
entitled to share ratably in the net assets legally available for distribution to stockholders after the 
payment of all our debts and other liabilities and the satisfaction of any liquidation preference 
granted to the holders of any then outstanding shares of Preferred Stock. 

  
Rights and Preferences 

The rights, preferences and privileges of the holders of the Company’s Common Stock are 
subject to and may be adversely affected by, the rights of the holders of shares any additional 
classes of stock that we may designate in the future. 

 
Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock 
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Dividend Rights 

 
Holders of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock are generally entitled to 90% of the Player Payments 
under the Vargas Agreement received by the Company less:  

o amounts withheld for taxes; and,  
o amounts that are subject to payment or repayment per the Vargas Agreement 

and/or another contract, agreement or law. 
 
Distributions will be paid on a quarterly basis unless the Board determines to pay the payments 
more frequently. 
 
Payments can only be made to the extent there are legally available funds under Delaware 
General Corporation Law even if the Company receives Player Payments under the Vargas 
Agreement.  Distribution do not include other payments received by the Company under the 
Vargas Agreement (e.g., sale of autographs). 
 
The Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock shall not participate in any dividends distributions or 
payments to be paid to the Common Stock or any other class or series of Preferred Stock. 
 

Right to Receive Liquidation Distributions 
Holders of shares of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock are not entitled to Liquidation 
Distributions. 
 
 Conversion 
Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock is not convertible into any other class of stock. 
  

Rights and Preferences 
The rights, preferences and privileges of the holders of the Company’s Common Stock are 
subject to and may be adversely affected by, the rights of the holders of shares any additional 
classes of stock that we may designate in the future. 
 
 Voting Rights 
Holders of shares of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock are not entitled to vote unless required 
under Delaware Law or to the extent any amendment or repeal of the Certificate of Designations 
would have a material and adverse effect on the holders of such shares. In such case, such 
amendment and repeal can only be made with the prior written consent of such holders owning a 
majority to the shares of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock voting separately as a single class. 
 
 Redemption  
The parties to the Vargas Agreement, specifically, Finlete Funding and Echedry Vargas, have the 
ability to mutually agree to terminate and/or amend the Vargas Agreement. To the extent that is 
done, holders of our preferred stock may have little recourse and may only receive either the 
distributions that they have received to date (which may be less than the redemption price), the 
redemption price of a $1 per share if no distributions have been made, or even less than that to 
the extent the Company does not have sufficient funds.    
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Provisions of Note in the Company’s Subscription Agreement and Certificate of 
Incorporation 
  
Forum Selection Provision 
  
The exclusive forum provisions in the Company’s Certificate of Incorporation and the 
subscription agreement may have the effect of limiting an investor’s ability to bring legal action 
against the Company and could limit an investor’s ability to obtain a favorable judicial forum for 
disputes. Section 21 of the Company’s Certificate of Incorporation provides federal and state 
courts within the State of Delaware are the exclusive forums for the following types of actions or 
proceedings under Delaware statutory or common law: 
 

 any derivative action or proceeding brought on our behalf; 
 

 any action asserting a breach of fiduciary duty; 
 

 any action asserting a claim against us arising under the Delaware General Corporation 
Law, our certificate of incorporation, certificate of designations or our bylaws; and 

 
 any action asserting a claim against us that is governed by the internal-affairs doctrine. 

  
Section 21 shall not apply to suits brought to enforce any liability or duty under the Exchange 
Act of 1934, as amended, the Securities Act, or any claim for which federal courts have 
exclusive or concurrent jurisdiction. 
   
Further, under Section 6 of the subscription agreement investors agree to resolve disputes arising 
under the subscription agreement in federal and state courts in the Southern District of the State 
of California. 
 
While the Delaware courts have determined that such choice of forum provisions are facially 
valid, a stockholder may nevertheless seek to bring a claim in a venue other than those 
designated in the exclusive forum provisions. In such instance, we would expect to assert the 
validity and enforceability of the exclusive forum provisions of our amended and restated 
certificate of incorporation. This may require significant additional costs associated with 
resolving such action in other jurisdictions and there can be no assurance that the provisions will 
be enforced by a court in those other jurisdictions. 
  
These exclusive forum provisions may limit a stockholder’s ability to bring a claim in a judicial 
forum that it finds favorable for disputes with us or our directors, officers, or other employees, 
which may discourage lawsuits against us and our directors, officers and other employees. If a 
court were to find either exclusive-forum provision in our amended and restated certificate of 
incorporation to be inapplicable or unenforceable in an action, we may incur additional costs 
associated with resolving the dispute in other jurisdictions, which could seriously harm our 
business. 
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Jury Trial Waiver 
  
The Subscription Agreement that investors will execute in connection with the offering provides 
that subscribers waive the right to a jury trial of any claim they may have against us arising out 
of or relating to the Agreement, other than claims arising under federal securities laws. If the 
Company opposed a jury trial demand based on the waiver, a court would determine whether the 
waiver was enforceable given the facts and circumstances of that case in accordance with 
applicable case law. In addition, by agreeing to the provision, subscribers will not be deemed to 
have waived the Company’s compliance with the federal securities laws and the rules and 
regulations promulgated thereunder. 
 
Perks 
 
We are offering the following perks, as described on the offering page, to investors: 
 

 25 Shares 
Buy 25 shares and receive a special edition Echedry Finlete baseball card. 

 
 50 Shares 

Buy 50 shares and receive an autographed special edition Echedry Finlete baseball card. 
 

 100 Shares 
Buy 100 shares and receive an autographed special edition Echedry Finlete baseball card, a 
Finlete shirt, and a Finlete baseball hat. 

 
 500 Shares 

Buy 500 shares and receive the Echedry Minor League Baseball (MiLB) Game Experience. 
This includes 2 tickets to an MiLB game, dinner, and the opportunity to meet Echedry. 

 
 1,500 Shares 

Buy 1,500 shares and receive the Echedry Major League Baseball (MLB) Debut Experience. 
This includes 2 tickets to Echedry’s first MLB game, dinner, and the opportunity to meet 
Echedry. 

 
Transfer Agent 
  
The Company has engaged Nevada Agency and Transfer Company (NATCO) as its transfer 
agent to maintain current records of investors. 
 
What it Means to be a Minority Holder 

As an investor in Preferred Stock of the Company, you will not have any rights in regards to the 
corporate actions of the Company, including additional issuances of securities, Company 
repurchases of securities, a sale of the Company or its significant assets, or company transactions 
with related parties. Investors in this offering will hold non-voting interests, potentially with 
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rights less than those of other investors, and will have limited influence on the corporate actions 
of the Company. 

Transferability of securities 

For a year, the securities can only be resold: 

 In an IPO or other public offering registered with the SEC; 

 To the Company; 

 To an accredited investor; and 

 To a member of the family of the investor or the equivalent, to a trust controlled by 
the investor, to a trust created for the benefit of a member of the family of the investor 
or the equivalent, or in connection with the death or divorce of the investor or other 
similar circumstance. 

How we determined the offering price 

The Company is offering shares of Echedry Vargas Preferred Stock, which entitles investors to 
distributions based on Player Payments, if any, that relate to the Player Agreement with Echedry 
Vargas. The Company determined the offering price of the securities by reference to its 
transaction costs as well as its internal estimates on the potential earnings for Mr. Vargas.  
 
REGULATORY INFORMATION 
 

Disqualification 

Neither the Company nor any of our officers or managing members is disqualified from relying 
on Regulation Crowdfunding.  

Annual reports 

The Company has not filed annual reports to date. Any annual reports will be posted on our 
website at www.finlete.com/investors.  

Compliance failure 

Finlete Funding, Inc. has not previously failed to comply with the requirements of Regulation 
Crowdfunding. 

 
INVESTING PROCESS 
 
Information Regarding Length of Time of Offering 
 
Investment Cancellations: Investors will have up to 48 hours prior to the end of the offering 
period to change their minds and cancel their investment commitments for any reason. Once the 
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offering period is within 48 hours of ending, investors will not be able to cancel for any reason, 
even if they make a commitment during this period. 
 
Notifications: Investors will receive periodic notifications regarding certain events pertaining to 
this offering, such as the Company reaching its offering target, the Company making an early 
closing, the Company making material changes to its Form C, and the offering closing at its 
target date. 
 
Material Changes: Material changes to an offering include but are not limited to: 
A change in minimum offering amount, change in security price, change in management, etc. If 
an issuing company makes a material change to the offering terms or other information 
disclosed, including a change to the offering deadline, investors will be given five business days 
to reconfirm their investment commitment. If investors do not reconfirm, their investment will be 
canceled, and the funds will be returned. 
 
Rolling and Early Closings: The Company may elect to undertake rolling closings, or an early 
closing after it has received investment interests for its target offering amount. During a rolling 
closing, those investors that have committed funds will be provided five days’ notice prior to 
acceptance of their subscriptions, release of funds to the Company, and issuance of securities to 
the investors. During this time, the Company may continue soliciting investors and receiving 
additional investment commitments. Investors should note that if investors have already received 
their securities, they will not be required to reconfirm upon the filing of a material amendment to 
the Form C. In an early closing, the offering will terminate upon the new target date, which must 
be at least five days from the date of the notice. 
 
Investor Limitations 
 
Investors are limited in how much they can invest on all crowdfunding offerings during any 12-
month period. The limitation on how much they can invest depends on their net worth (excluding 
the value of their primary residence) and annual income. If either their annual income or net 
worth is less than $124,000, then during any 12-month period, they can invest up to the greater 
of either $2,500 or 5% of the greater of their annual income or Net worth. If both their annual 
income and net worth are equal to or more than $124,000, then during any 12-month period, they 
can invest up to 10% of annual income or net worth, whichever is greater, but their investments 
cannot exceed $124,000. If the investor is an “accredited investor” as defined under Rule 501 of 
Regulation D under the Securities Act, as amended, no investment limits apply. 
 
Updates 
Information regarding updates to the offering and to subscribe can be found here, 
investinfinlete.com.  
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